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INTRODUCTION
The Maricopa County Planning and Development Department is updating the 1999 New River Area Plan. The first of a
series of Community Workshops was held on November 7. Additional workshops will be held in mid-December and in late
winter/early spring of 2019.
The workshops will be forums for the entire community to identify issues, voice concerns, and develop a collective vision
that will continue to make the New River/Desert Hills area unique. The New River Area Plan Update will provide strategies
that promote responsible community growth while identifying the common values of the residents .

More than 200 people attended the first Community Workshop held at Desert Mountain School in Desert Hills, AZ.
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1.0 COMMUNITY WORKSHOP #1
Maricopa County held Community Workshop #1 on November 7, 2018 at the Desert Mountain School in Desert Hills, AZ.
The next Community Workshop (Workshop #2) will be held on December 12, 2018 at the Desert Mountain School in
Desert Hills, AZ.

1.1 COMMUNITY WORKSHOP #1 NOTIFICATION
On October 12, 2018, postcards were prepared and mailed to invite the community within the New River Area Plan limits
to attend Community Workshop #1. The invitation was sent to approximately 9,000 addresses in the New River/Desert
Hills area as well as to the Anthem Community Council and any government agency with property in the area (e.g.,
Arizona State Land Department). Three key stakeholder groups also distributed the information to their members.
Information was available at other community meetings including Supervisor Bill Gates’ meeting at the Daisy Mountain
Fire Station and a meeting for the New River and Desert Hills Community Association. A copy of the postcard is included
in Appendix A.

1.2 NEWSPAPER ARTICLE & SOCIAL MEDIA COVERAGE
The Foothills Focus wrote an article on November 15, 2018 which described the workshop and the New River Area Plan
update. A copy of this article can be found in Appendix B.
There were various social media posts. A post was added to Facebook by a community organization, New River-Desert
Hills Community Association. The post was a reminder regarding the Community Workshop. A picture of this post can be
found in Appendix B.

1.3 WEBSITE
Community Workshop information and all project details were provided on Maricopa County Planning and Development’s
website: https://www.maricopa.gov/4768/New-River-Area-Plan-Update

1.4 COMMUNITY WORKSHOP #1
The purpose of the Community Workshop was to provide additional information about the New River Area Plan update
and provide the opportunity for attendees to ask questions and submit comments. Over 200 people signed in at the
Community Workshop.
The meeting was held on Wednesday, November 7, 2018 from 6 to 8 p.m. at Desert Mountain School, 35959 North 7th
Avenue Desert Hills, AZ.
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2.0 COMMUNITY WORKSHOP #1 FORMAT
The Community Workshop began with registration at the door, where attendees were asked to sign-in and were provided
with a question form, comment form and live poll survey questions and a project resource card. The sign-in sheets were
used for updating the project mailing list. Meeting materials are available in Appendix C of this summary.
A formal presentation was delivered by Maricopa County Planning and Development staff, with a welcome message from
Supervisor Bill Gates. Attendees were asked to participate in a live poll via text or by answering the poll questions on the
back of the comment cards. After the live poll, attendees were encouraged to participate in a live question/answer session
by writing down their questions on question cards. Maricopa County Planning and Development staff provided answers to
the questions.

2.1 PRESENTATION
A formal presentation was provided for attendees at the public information meeting. The presentation began at 6:15 p.m.
The presentation can be found in Appendix D and covered the following topics:














Welcome and LIVE poll set-up
Agenda
Comprehensive Plan
What is an Area Plan?
How is the Area Plan used?
What is the difference between Area Plans and the Zoning Ordinance?
Planning Area
Area Plan Update Process
Workshops/Public Meeting Schedule
Top Issues and Concerns
LIVE poll
Next Meeting Information
Contact Information

(left) Maricopa County Planning and
Development staff, answering question
cards for attendees.
(right) Supervisor Bill Gates, welcomes
workshop attendees.
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2.2 PRESENTATION LIVE POLL
A live text poll was presented during the workshop. Attendees were asked to text in their answers or fill out the poll
questions on the back of the comment forms. Three questions were asked; what makes New River, Desert Hills and
Anthem unique, what are the challenges for your community, and what opportunities exist to build a stronger community.
See the Appendix E for detailed answers.

3.0 PUBLIC COMMENT SUMMARY
During the Community Workshop, attendees were encouraged to fill out a comment card. These specific comments can
be found in Appendix E. The comments were summarized and put into categories.
Comments were classified into the following categories:




Keeping land rural
Specific access roads
Community Developments





Water
General meeting comments
Combining the communities

3.1 QUESTION CARDS

Attendees participating in the question and answer
portion of the workshop.

Question Type
Roads and Dust

Questions
Does the plan address Valley Fever and dust in
the area especially on unpaved roads? If so how?
I am technology savvy, and I couldn’t access the
text polling. As one of the only few “under 70”
attendees, I suggest we have alternate access to
communicate in the New River meetings. Q1:
Quiet, Large Lots, Acre Lots. Q2: New
construction wrecks havoc on shared dirt roads
with no ownership on repairing damage. No
common desire/partnership to maintain shared
private roads/ water flow and rains create flooding
on private roads. Greater population damages.
Q3: Dust control on unpaved roads as population
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increases. 27th Avenue needs a fenced off path
for horse riders, bicycles and pedestrians.
Besides the regular grading on Fig Springs Road,
what is the county doing to address the
overwhelming dust created by the traffic?
What are plans to pave Fig Springs Road?
When/how much will the assessments be?
Will/does the plan address the paving of currently
unpaved Roads/Streets?
The county grades the shoulders of paved roads
around 16th Street and Joy Ranch twice a year.
When or can the county grade the dirt roads and
budget putting down gravel or something to keep
the dust down?
Is the scenic corridor voluntary? Several
developments have proceeded without any
noticeable scenic corridor considerations. Can this
be strategized?
How can our community start the process of
developing the state land between Cloud Road
and Joy Ranch Road, 7th Street and 7th Avenue,
into an equestrian park?
What’s the truth about the rumor that the state is
selling 7th Avenue and 7th Street trust land to
developers and rezoning?
What are your plans specific to 33rd Avenue
North of Cloud Road? Will you maintain 33rd
Avenue? What are your plans for Water Lane and
33rd Avenue North of Cloud Avenue?
Water

Are you going to address the water issue along
7th Street between Carlese and Maddock?
On Nextdoor and other media, there was a
statement saying that Cave Creek Water Service
would be sold/diluted into another system. Please
give us some input, as we are on Cave Creek
water.
When can we expect lower water rates from the
town of Cave Creek?
Can this plan do anything to better manage our
ground water resources?
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I’m on Cave Creek water, are a lot of others using
wells? Limit commercial growth!
Water situation in New River?
How do you plan to address the water supply
problem? How will you ensure the population
growth does not exceed water availability? (long
term, sustainable) What are the justifications to
update the existing plan? What are the focuses of
the considered changes?
Department of Revenue has told us that we were
annexed into Phoenix effective January 1, 2017.
How does this affect us transitioning into this
plan? I’m concerned about TPT taxes. Why do
developers continue to see property of limited
water service. 3-4 hours on one well?
I understand the limited force of the Area Plan.
That said, what if anything can the county do to
ensure that its current residents have a
reasonably reliable water supply in the future?
Renaming the Plan

Will you rename the plan “Daisy Mountain Area
plan”?
To be more consistent and inclusive of the area,
which includes nearly 30,000 Anthem residents,
might you consider changing the name to the
Daisy Mountain Area Plan, to lessen confusion?
Thank you!

Homeowners Association

Are there any plans for an HOA in New River?

General Plan Questions

How much new growth is anticipated that this new
plan will address? How long will this plan be in
place for? Is it a 5 or 10 year plan?
Will copies of the presentation and/or minutes of
the presentation be available via the internet?
Can you make it clear that the survey on the web
is a new survey as of _____,2018?
Any thought of adding MCSO stations to DMFD
stations? This would decrease response time in
New River.
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If the residents united to demand that our plan put
a moratorium on expansion/development will you
comply? Support?
What are you doing to promote/preserve our area
as a rural/sub-urban zone with this update? And
not allowing it to become more urban; instead
allowing it to follow a “new urbanism” transect?
Can the State land North of New River be sold off
and developed?
Would annexation change the one unit per area
zoning?
Will this annexation change our taxes? Will it
change existing zones and density? We get water
from the town of cave creek- what will happen to
that? Will it change price or value of homes? Will
it change emailing addresses? Zip Code?
What are some of the highlights of the current
plan?
I live at the intersection of 10th Street and Desert
Hills Drive. A special use permit is being
requested so that a wedding/party venue with
parking for 85 cars can be constructed in a
residential rural neighborhood. Is it ever possible
for something like this to be approved?
Purpose of the plan

Why is this plan necessary? Why a name
change? Desert Hills?
Will this plan remain in effect if this area
incorporates? If not, should this process be
delayed pending a vote on incorporation?
Should New River/Desert Hills incorporate, will
Maricopa County contract out services, such a as
road maintenance and planning/zoning? If so, do
you have cost estimates available that you could
provide?
How is incorporation instituted? Does it take a
vote? Does majority rule or is it 100%
participation?
Why now is a new plan needed? Does the plan
include changing traffic patterns including
expanding roads? What exactly is being
considered?
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Are there development plans for the open
section? (7th Street/Avenue; Joy Ranch/Cloud)
Please take a poll of the audience on how many
Desert Hills people do not want to be included in
the incorporation plan?
Will the county be able to stop (be proactive) the
purchasing of 10 acres- then split into 2 with 2
LLC’s but same owner? (an illegal subdivision)
Can the county provide proactive enforcement of
the development laws? How can the community
enforce the laws without the county’s
enforcement?
Since New River residents are excluded from
Anthem governance, why is Anthem included in a
New River plan?
What current elements exist now/were preserved
by the 1999 plan that would be different now if
there was not a plan? What difference did the
1999 plan cause?
There is talk of New River and Desert Hills
combining with Anthem and that we would be
under Anthem Rules and Laws. Is this true and if
yes how can we dispute this decision?
What is the purpose of developing an area plan
when any private property owner can be annexed
by request? E.G. How do we keep mc scenic
corridors in place with their recommendations?
Why doesn’t county monitor enforcement of
subdivision laws?
What does the county do to deter “wild cat”
subdivisions?
What about illegal lot splits? How can rural zoning
be upheld in face of these challenges?
How far East is in the plans? Will this affect
taxes?
“On map is a town center”- What does this mean?
Will Ben Avery still exist?
Are these area plans, 20 year plans? Can they be
completed more often to adjust to community
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changes quicker? Will issues be tracked online?
Can each issue be discussed in a blog?
Does the Carefree Highway scenic plan include
commercial areas? Where is the corridor exactly?
If we do incorporate, what does the county do for
us? Why is Anthem on this? They have their own
plan. If the county can’t protect our area from
being swallowed by neighboring cities, we have to
take it into our own hands. We want NRDH people
on the day-to-day of this plan. The 1999 plan
seems to have failed, why will this new plan work?
Are there any teeth to it?

Zoning

Anthem water from EPCOR is too high. HOA is
rude and abusive and over bearing. We escaped
Anthem because of their dictator like policies. We
don’t want anything to do with Anthem or their
crappy HOA.
How can we secure our boundaries and prevent
further annexations?
Can the county stop Phoenix from eating up New
River?
Why is Phoenix so greedy?
What are you trying to do for the benefit of the
property owner?
How will the changes affect utilities, taxes, and
TPT tax situations?
What is already in place that can be built on and
developed?
Zoning? Can we change the split form 5AC with 5
homes to 5 AC with 4 homes? Keeping with mind
1 AC per house.
What is the current policy on subdividing 5 acre
parcels in the unincorporated area?

Area Boundaries

What is the master plan for commercial
development?
If Anthem and New River become one, what
happens with the fence boundary along Desert
Hills/27th Avenue?
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For those of us who love our community rural and
are concerned about the desert and our resources
and growth, how can we as a community help
maintain this?
Is 7th Avenue and 24th Street still designated as a
scenic highway?
How to stop the annexation of Carefree Highway
from 7th Avenue to 16th Street.
How are conflicts resolved between the
comprehensive plan and the area plan, e.g.
growth versus retaining rural character?

Maricopa County Planning and Development staff presents project information to nearly 200 workshop
attendees.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Direct Mail Postcards
 Community Workshop #1: November 7, 2018 at Desert Mountain School (35959 N. 7th Avenue,
Desert Hills, AZ 85086)
Appendix B: Media Coverage
Appendix C: Workshop Materials
 Resource Card
 Question Card
 Comment Form
Appendix D: PowerPoint Presentation
Appendix E: Live Poll Responses
Appendix F: Comments
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Appendix A: Direct Mail Postcards
 Community Workshop #1: November 7, 2018 at Desert Mountain School (35959 N. 7th Avenue,
Desert Hills, AZ 85086)

Appendix B: Media Coverage

Media Coverage (continued)

Media Coverage (continued)
Facebook Post

Appendix C: Workshop Materials




Resource Card
Question Card
Comment Form

Appendix C: Resource Card

Appendix C: Question Card

Appendix C: Comment Form

Comment Form (continued)

Appendix D: PowerPoint Presentation
 Welcome and LIVE poll set-up
 Agenda
 Comprehensive Plan
 What is an Area Plan?
 How is the Area Plan used?
 What is the difference between Area Plans and the Zoning Ordinance
 Planning Area
 Area Plan Update Process
 Workshops/Public Meeting Schedule
 Top Issues and Concerns
 LIVE poll
 Next Meeting Information
 Contact Information

Appendix E: Live Poll Responses
Question 1: What makes New River, Desert Hills and Anthem unique?
















Rural characters, open desert and horse friendly community.
Rural character, desert skies, community on nature, God’s beauty, not Phoenix, there’s more,
time doesn’t allow.
Desert, rural lifestyle. Wild life abundance, peaceful, quite environment.
They all have their own unique charm, but with the increased development in desert hills,
Maricopa County needs to maintain some of the well-traveled dirt roads.
They are all very different. Anthem = suburban / Desert Hills = organized dense and rural / New
River = unorganized low density rural. Each should remain as they are in character.
The semirural nature of the area and the access to Desert land and washed while still being
relatively close to municipal amenities
That we are not annexed or incorporates and want to leave it as is and no HOA.
Ability to work with neighbors without interference from HOA’s.
Shared Lifestyles.
Ability to explore and apply green living methods.
Its uniqueness can only bring tourism and be strengthened as a horse farming community.
New River area is unique, natural, rural beauty.
No HOA, dirt roads, no street lights and light pollution.
Well maintained roads, horse properties and rural area. Scenic highlights.
Unincorporated border changes often.












































Open spaces – rural – lots of sky, desert environment.
Horses – state trust land.
Desert Hills: It’s natural beauty and rural nature.
New River – Large parcel, thick vegetation, views, but also some dilapidated residences,
buildings and junk yard looks.
Desert Hills – Many large building parcels views with pretty nice homes, generally kept up.
Anthem – Small lost well maintained.
Desert Beauty, quiet, rural, no tall buildings, not too many signs, horses, dogs, all animals, dark
skies, native plants.
Keep large lots- horses, dogs, all animals.
Open Spaces, Including washes.
Dark Skies.
1-acre minimum size lots.
Kiwanis Park.
No commercial interior to New River and Desert Hills area.
Rural character, residential zoning – no commercial!
Dark skies.
No street lights, free lifestyle.
1 acre lots not incorporated
Water – able to have a well
Rural Community
Country atmosphere – New River
Open areas – Minimal government interference.
Horse property
Rural country living, No HOA’s, Large Lots sizes (1acre) quiet.
Residential lot sizes are large.
Strong community interaction.
Zoning ordinances that offer freedom of choices.
The rural environment of New River and Desert Hills is what makes them unique. Keeping the
R43 zoning for most of the area is critical.
Dark Skies are also very important no street lights on sidewalks should be maintained. Horse and
hiking trails on Daisy Mountain and other open spaces should be increased.
There is nothing unique about anthem = it’s just like every other master planned monstrosity.
Rural feel
Rural life; quiet neighborhood.
Pretty views the way we sit down between the hills and mountains.
Desert Hills is very different from New River, leave us out of your plan.
Rural nature
Anthem has an overbearing HOA with extremely rude staff. We don't want the overbearing
environment that is present in Anthem
Anthem is a higher density populated community more geared toward being close to amenities,
more parks, more younger families. Desert Hills and New River
Low key, less traffic, surrounding beauty
Rural with a small-town feel
3 Unique & different lifestyles with previous lifestyles influences to change
Desert Hills is not Anthem
Desert Hills is unique because we are open land not crowded and are able to live on our property
as a rural country community
Not suburbanized. Privacy. Safety. Lack of traffic. Equestrian lifestyle











































New River is unique because of its proximity to a large metropolitan area while still maintaining its
rural character.
Areas like the Square and preserve where we can hike, ride, and appreciate nature. Low density
housing
It is quiet
It's a great blend of suburban and rural; away from the hustle and bustle of the big city, but close
enough for those who wish to enjoy the city.
The area is unique in that it is rural. The density is a concern that should be maintained as it is.
Low density, minimal commercial, no street lights and freedom
Dark night skies, unincorporated, no sidewalks
Open nature areas.
Quiet, dark starry sky, low traffic
Quiet, dark community with great horse properties with nearby open spaces. NOT crowded.
Dark skies, rural nature, livestock, one acre lots, no streetlights. Anthem is completely different.
Keeping our rural lifestyle. In an uncrowded environment.
A rural country lifestyle with little government control.
Rural life; quiet neighborhood; pretty views the way it sits down between hills and mountains;
They are three different communities. Desert Hills and New River have the most in common with
New River being more rural.
Rural residential community with little business. Low density housing. Access to county and
federal open land.
Home for over 38 years. It will be our home for further generations. Quiet and safe are the most
important.
The rural atmosphere and restricted density of development and controlled commercial
development.
Not subject to city
Rural life
The openness of most properties
Rural character. No HOA
Space and lower population per acre
No HOA. Rural lifestyle Sustainable water
Rural quiet
Quiet, rural, low population, country life, dark skies, great community.
Not incorporated
New River and Desert Hills have Open space, dark skies and a rural nature. Anthem is not
unique it is a master planned community.
Rural, quiet, dark night skies.
Open areas and country living. Less density.
Lower population. Agriculture area. Small community living.
No HOA, horse privileges, affordable costs of the building permits,
Rural lifestyle for Desert Hills and New River, rural zoning space between homes, dark sky at
night
Open country no city feel
Quiet lifestyle
Open space. Desert Rural. Lots of sky.
Rural, spacious and secluded
New river and desert hills are different but rural life is common ground
No street lights
It's a blend of rural and suburban communities that complement each other.
Ability to explore and apply green living methods.










































Open spaces, lack of commercial enterprises, nature.
NR is rural and rustic DH and Anthe not unique just part of a future big city annexation
Beautiful stars at night that we can see because we don't have too many lights!
Minimal street lights - let's keep the dark sky
Rural town living
Dark skies open spaces
Semi-rural lifestyle
Far away from city, beautiful, rural
No HOA, horse privileges, affordable costs of the building permits, no construction impact fees,
well water, septic, we do not want to be incorporated in city, do not want restrictions, do not want
increase of property tax, do not want more regulations, want to keep everything the way it's.
Beauty of Daisy Mountain
Freedom
Rural living (except anthem, it doesn't fit)
open space and large acre lots
Rural atmosphere. No streetlights on residential streets so that we can see stars. A quiet place to
raise children.
The Desert Hills area is one of the few remaining low density residential areas left in the Phoenix
region. The ability to have horses and the like on
No HOA.
Quiet rural area
New River has nothing in common with Anthem
Rural lifestyle
Rural character
Open spaces
Rural character
Open space
Country living, lower population
The rural feeling of the area
Hello
There are no HOAs in New River and Desert Hills.
Confirming we are in contact.
They are separate- New River and Desert Hills are totally different than Anthem. Anthem is moral
suburban neighborhood while Desert Hills and New Rural are rural.
Dark skies, rural setting, one home per acre, livestock no streetlights, quietness.
The lots sizes are over an acre.
Rural living
How does the AP help us in guiding growth when any private property owner can request to be
annexed by Phoenix -- such as the current Annexation Application
What brought us to Desert Hills,18 yrs. ago, was the large open areas, homes on acreage, the
horse property. Made the area unique. I realize that we can't get away from growth. But the
county needs to regulate the big builders, buying 5 acres, 10 acres and dividing it into less than 1
acre!!! We are on wells and the water is disappearing, with the drought and huh density housing.
Desert Hills is fast losing its uniqueness. Thanks to money hungry country board!!
If desert hills incorporated with new river.... what would happen to the water utility (currently
administered by cave creek)? Thank you
Each has its own culture, Anthem is urban living separated from the big city, Desert Hills provides
urban living with more property space for large pets, and New River provides an escape for
people wanting rural life near enough to commute to Phoenix for work and services.
Historically rural area adequately close to the convinces of a major metropolitan area.










There are a variety of homes, businesses and communities. It is an area to be away from the
crowded suburbs and be part of a simpler way of life.
Rural life; quiet; desert beauty.
Rural nature
Orville
My question is what improvements can be made in the way of oversight regarding groundwater.
We have very little in the way of protections and there's unfit
Rural area out of the city limits
Semi-rural friendly living.
It is home.

Question 2. What are the challenges for your community?







































Stopping incorporation
Water. Phoenix encroaching. Over population.
Keep the current lifestyle (turn back the clock as much as possible)
Water, maintaining rural lifestyle, traffic, annexation.
Crime
Water, water, water for all this development
Water – rights and availability
Reliable water and over development.
Keeping open spaces and open desert
Increase traffic and increase in speed on carefree and other roads.
Rural and urban lifestyles NOT in a city or town setting.
New construction and the future sustainable water supply
Water concerns.
Dark skies No to incorporation
Water and development density
Annexation and incorporating creeping in
Enough water and too many people
Keep new River wild and desert hills flat.
Water resources
Water
Water source
Sustainable groundwater sources
Keep open desert areas.
Reliable water source.
Anthem is just like a city. NRDH is open spaces.
The county
People trying to incorporate
Water
Reliable water source
Each area is a unique in and of itself.
The challenges for this area are the potential or imminent annexation of the area by Phoenix,
possible incorporation and the problems that poses. Water
Too loose of control on subdivision
Rural area
Traffic noise, speed and safety.
Over development and increase dust.
Loss on night skies.
Loss of community feel.
No annexation.















































Water concern is #1.
Controlling overgrowth and blight is another. MCSO is spread too thin and response time to New
River vs. Anthem is decreased.
Control the small developers – putting in 5 homes or less.
Refuses to maintain the roads.
Commercial properties in residential neighborhood.
Maintaining rural life style with the least intrusion.
NO intrusion of outside traffic.
Water issues, increasing population and traffic.
Water, road care, flooding for some.
Destruction of open desert with trash and vandalism especially motorized vehicles after storms
and rain.
Water; dusty roads, developments, stopping incorporations, maintaining a rural community.
Protecting wild life and ecology.
Protecting 1 house/acre living.
Water
Developer coming ion and developing without consideration for surrounding land uses or respect
for the site (vegetation landform, etc.) and available resources.
Protecting the night sky, quiet.
Water.
People trying to increase government, too much building and development.
Increase traffic congestions and increase in crime and car break ins.
Water
Meeting attendees/residents can be difficult to work with from what I see. You are doing fairly
well.
Water table for wells.
Maintaining the rural/natural beauty and character of Desert Hills. Maintaining the acre plus lot
size for homes, limiting commercial building.
How can you divide a lot 5 times and maintain at least an acre?
Water!
Slow approvals in building and planning. Sometimes comments or concerns are minute but delay
and are time consuming.
We assume planning works with zoning.
Keeping rural, enough water, keeping large lots, keeping development away.
Water
Retaining the large populations and open country to be enjoyed by all.
Country to be enjoyed by all.
Water
People who are not aware of need to conserve water getting good Wi-Fi services.
Losing our wildlife.
Limit developers coming in and building commercial and density packed in projects.
7th Ave to 7th St raw well ground water.
People who want to incorporate sustainable ground water.
Water – New River.
Growth, reliable water supply, annexation, incorporation, development, telecommunications, retail
state land areas.
Reliable water source.
Controlling urban sprawl.
Good Medical services
Reliable fast internet providers.
Traffic control.
Keeping wildcat developers from circumventing subdivision rules over building when there isn’t
enough water. Keeping Phoenix from encroaching annexing more of our area.













































Emergency services are stretched too thin – it took an hour for MCSO to respond to me 911 call a
week ago.
Water, dust, traffic, off road vehicle use on main and side roads- unlicensed vehicles and speed.
Growing taxes.
Annexation issue; growth dilemmas.
None
Maricopa County is doing fine, do not need incorporation.
Keeping the desert areas pristine. Restrict off road uses.
Negative publicity in regards underground water, we have plenty good producing wells in area,
public stop talking about it negatively, we do not want to
Wells going dry due to too increased population. Recent increase in crime
annexation issue; growth dilemmas.
Ridiculously high-water rates from cave creek water company, ridiculous high electricity rate apps
should have been denied rate hikes, for people with
Keeping the are rural, water issues, controlling subdivisions. Understanding Anthem is a different
mindset than NR and DH
Vulnerable to neighboring communities, can include encroachment, poor water consideration by
the county, forced unnecessary road safety changes, etc.
Keeping it out of the way and quiet. Water.
1. Water source 2. Communicating the facts and gathering for organized meetings
Developers coming in and building houses (not homes) without respecting the land or
surrounding land uses.
Increasing population and needing water for more people, speeding cars
Not being part of the fifth biggest city in America.
A property buyer wants to put a large party venue in desert hills (10th St. and desert hills drive)
on a 2.5-acre lot in the middle of a residential neigh
Over development, annexation, water, stupid people
Traffic. Open spaces.
Water Supply. Monsoon Floods. Future Development. Light Pollution.
Keeping big developers out. Keeping population low enough to sustain water. Keeping the
community small enough to keep class room sizes appropriate.
Smart commercial development that maintains rural character and property values
Keeping wildcat development from happening. Keeping one house per acre. Annexation and
water.
Water for many, keeping open desert areas, preventing to much building
Water; new high-density housing developments; increased traffic;
Starting to look like city areas with all the block fences
Water, protecting from over development
Water, unpaved and unmaintained roads.
Retaining and improving the rural lifestyle in NRDH
Maintaining the rural atmosphere and heritage
Water, tele communications fire life safety
Water and developers trying to build subdivisions in our rural area
Controlling growth and un-wanted developments
Water availability/portability, dust mitigation (not paving), illegal lot splitting, and "wildcat"
subdivisions, diversion of natural drainage, waterways
The county is passive to annexation
Growth and water
Dwindling groundwater; increasing building with traffic
Conservation of our water table.
Keeping sky's dark- I agree DH and NR are different- let's not lump all together
Not one community
Water resources
















Keeping at least one acre for building permits.
Water supply
Anthem has an overbearing HOA with extremely rude staff. We don't want the overbearing
environment that is present in Anthem
water supply for residents
Development
the rural lifestyle must be kept rural
Phoenix annexation
Water unpaved roads junkie properties
Keep It unincorporated and help Maricopa manage it.
Unrestrained growth Orville
Builders not building properly to zoning requirements.
Annexation, traffic, light pollution, development
People trying to incorporate -water
Water, developers, dust, city encroachment, losing our dark skies

Question 3. What opportunities exist to build a stronger community?
 Keep it local no outside influence
 Community meetings
 community involvement to keep crime low
 Out growing our roads.
 Protect resources-water, undeveloped land
 Getting input from community consistently and being honest with everyone about issues.
 Regardless of whether NRDH incorporates, there is many community-oriented individuals who
could work to retain the lifestyle.
 Keep rural area, No HOA, affordable country living
 Better traffic and noise controls
 Keep New River wild, no to incorporation, leave us alone, stop development, stand together as a
community
 Keeping everyone informed and the info coming from trusted sources not from people with
agendas
 Keeping large subdivisions out of this community
 Keeping control of our rural way of living
 Removing Anthem from the New River Planning Area.
 Control growth, traffic and uphold building codes.
 Keeping Phoenix out. Maintaining an agricultural atmosphere. Keeping big government out.
 Cohesive consistent plan and strict interpretation without variance to lit size and water rules
 Don’t think we need to be annexed into another town. Don’t see any benefits to more rules and
more government
 New river is unique with its dark skies low traffic and the culture of the neighborhoods.
 Question 3: no incorporation - keep us unincorporated and not become our own town; no
annexation.
 Limit development without sustainable water supply. Address high property taxes
 Establishing long lasting rules and plans
 Less development more horses,
 Listening to residents’ concerns.
 Don't income
 A stronger, more engaged community association. Or possible incorporation if we are unable to
effectively protect our rural lifestyle.
 Better cellular/cable services. Keeping an incorporated environment
 Work with Maricopa county to guide things with many of the county resources
 Not incorporating
 Communication with city development.
















































Keeping subdivisions, a commercial enterprise limited.
Recognize DH and NR are not the same - we need to oppose incorporating
Association based meetings to address issues
Keeping us informed Orville
Focused plan that community is invested in
More community activities, buy local
Less pickup Truck driving idiots
Increase communication with developers and planners.
Incorporation
Maintaining rural character and current uses of land.
More community activities meets your damn neighbors.
Keeping city from encroachment
Low density zoning
Commit to be our own town and managing our own area close to home.
Stop wildcat building use ground water changing the rural nature
Incorporation with New River
No Incorporation
Catapults to launch government bureaucrats away, let New River be
No incorporation
New construction wreak havoc on dirt roads with no ownership on fixing road damage; private
roads with more and more homes - no common desire/partnership to
Same vision. Getting more involved in the community
Keeping an unincorporated environment
Community
Community Support
Preserve character of the communities. Preserve Daisy Mountain. Preserve and maintain other
open space. Availability of affordable water. Need to coor
Keep one acre per home.
Community input. Keep us informed. We are listening.
Smart planning for the inevitable growth
Better participation in community organizations. No incorporation!
Meetings like this
NO TO INCORPORATION
Incorporation out of Maricopa county.
Incorporation to protect our boundaries
Living government free ✊🏼
Incorporation
Incorporating
None
Incorporation.
Commercial on Carefree Hwy
Encroaching development/annexation ruining the current character or the areas. Increased traffic
and traffic issues (enforcement is minimal) New River re
Incorporation
3. I think the fact that the area is a county area and not a city or incorporated area leaves
residents unsure who they turn to for questions. Having me
Negative publicity in regards underground water, we have plenty good producing wells in area,
public stop talking about it negatively, we do not want to be incorporated
Poor cellphone reciting
Ensure that new development does not put more water demand on available supply. Keeping
open land open, not with dense development
Water supply; impact on area amenities (specifically Anthem) growth impacts schools, roads, first
responders; threat of incorporation (not in the best in











































2) keeping Phoenix and outlying city's out. And stay rural no getting annexed
Keeping developments to a minimum. County support for roads.
2. Keeping land from being overdeveloped by developers who don't have a stake in our area but
to make money, Wells running dry water, keeping state trust
The challenges are over population, people using their property to house more than one family or
developing a care home or bed and breakfast. This bring
A Park would be amazing, in Desert Hills Area.
Maintain our rural lifestyle. It’s clear by tonight’s turnout that we as a community be kept as is and
not let Phoenix take over.
New Business within reason would help the community. Grocery Store, restaurants, in NRDH
area.
Do not incorporate, allow Desert Hills and New River to maintain rural character.
Anthem is great where it is, but not in Desert Hills or New River.
I Moved here to be anonymous and not have to deal with people. I Don’t want incorporation to
take away those ideas. I Am happy to be in incorporated Maricopa County that’s the reason I
bought my property.
Why does the community need to be stronger, the less government the better?
Our homeowners’ group is great
Public meetings; no incorporation
Stricture regulations on developments (residential) Daisy Mountain and surrounding open space
(trust land) for wildlife, recreation, ecology. Build some low-density commercial to provide basic
servings for the community.
Incorporation? Maybe stronger Maricopa development regulations?
Tourism its residents and their resources / lifestyle. (horses, unique expertise, farming, dude
ranch, etc.) this area had the potential to become a destination, it will not if it continues being
exploited by small developers.
Horse property keep area rural.
Keep the area rural.
Rezone for low density building.
Keep low limit new development. The amount to public/state land that surrounds the area
keeping open space.
We are listening – community input. Keep us informal.
Limit urban city building (i.e.) building more on less property.
Periodic meetings such as this.
Water – Availability, cost, water
Can the area collaborate w/ Phoenix for consistent availability of water.
More community engagements.
Community spaces and bicycle lanes.
More community engagements.
Strong zoning enforcement!
Meetings like this – more community involvement.
Meetings like this more community evolvement.
Community get togethers.
Focus groups, more community participations.
Traffic enforcement and better call service.
Good leadership.
Concerned activity community residents.
Incorporating New River/Desert Hills to maintain local control.
Town halls mailed information.
Alternative grocery stores.
Limiting commercial development. Getting community input before approving any projects
requiring significant variances.
Create a task force to review these requests made up of local residents.





No incorporation- keep us unincorporated a not become our own town (that will cause division)
No annexation by Cave Creek or Phoenix.
Stop this initiative, please consider dark sky initiatives – keep the sky dark.

Appendix F: Comments
Comment Category
Combining the communities

Comment
New River and Dessert Hills are two distinct
areas. We see them as different. Divide the plan
into two. 1. New River 2. Desert Hills
Please leave Desert Hills out of your plan. I have
no desire to be a part of New Rivers movement. I
am okay if Phoenix wants to annex us, but we
don’t need another government group.

Keeping land rural

How do we stop incorporation and keep county
services? Who can answer this question?
1) Preserve out washes, wildlife corridors as
well as hillsides and mountains
2) Enforce/strengthen dark skies
3) Ensure public access to public lands and
potential public lands (currently state
lands)
4) Provide both bicycle lanes and equestrian
paths with connectivity
5) Limit commercial development identified
in another DMP, Carefree scenic corridor
and I-17 Frontage road to New River I-17
exit (not north of new river road)
6) Support/encourage efforts to determine
available ground water for wells
7) Encourage zero scaping and other water
conversations
8) Use non-pavement methods to control
dust of the remaining dirt roads
Limit commercial development. Keep desert
areas desert. Preserve trails and open spaces.
Limit subdivisions. Keep rural zoning and
maintain zoning allowing livestock.
Respect the community lifestyle while setting
stronger regulations to preserve open space. Set
stronger regulations for construction practices by
developers. E.I. Storm water, dust control,
destruction of vegetation (including habitat of
keystone species), set a night sky ordinance.
Also in the update consider:

-

Wildlife corridors
Natural water ways
Existing land uses
Protected vegetation
Small commercial along each end of New
River Road
Farms and horse properties
Access to trails regionally

Water, roads, no incorporation, 1-acre minimum
parcels, open space, less government control.
Please don’t allow people to burst out – they are
being rude. Flooding/drainage. I keep hearing
carefree scenic corridor- how does the monolithic
concrete ditches and the incoming storage units
go with this- it’s a huge eyesore. Keep my horses
and rural lifestyle that I moved here for intact!
Anonymity-I don’t want to be forced to know my
neighbors!
Water

1) The school is a good venue for meeting
and good space, lights, facility.
2) Water is the number 1 issue
3) Consider reducing low-value housing.
Trailers and houses that have low dollar
value should be minimalized.
4) Number of occupants of a house per unit
should be limited (grandfather growing
families)
5) Consider requiring water meter for wells
and public water change water fees or
taxes with consideration of water use.
6) Reduce pools and other sources of water
loss. Reduce open ponds/waterways built
by governments. Evaporation is another
source of water loss (fountains).
7) Increase number of houses on public
water .Regulate water use by meters.
Cost of using water should increase
above a limit. Open water pip
installation. Highways 4 lanes to reduce
conjunction due to volume and increase
flow (slow moving vehicles). Do not keep
speed limits low on highways that are not
in residential areas.
Recommend buying vacant land along New River
Road as it becomes available on inner curve.

General Comments

Continue Pioneer Road to the East storm pipe
along New River Road from Joy Ranch South of
the Dam. Hazardous material usage control.
Storm water reclamation. Water, roads and
flooding.
We sent in the online survey. Too much
development that causes traffic and light
pollution is a concern. Concerned about state
land being developed. What does GCIAZ stand
for? Will incorporation help with the county
plan? Make renters pay taxes too for schools.
How can scenic corridors be scenic if developed?
Save the mountain views and mountains. We are
an unincorporated island of Maricopa. Am I
included in this plan? For future meeting, can it
be shorter?
I appreciate the question cards. I would ask that
comments/outbursts form the audience be
redirected back to the card and not answered/
reinforce this behavior.

Specific Access Roads

Community Developments

I understand that having a graphic plan available
at this meeting poses its own challenges, but it
would have been extremely helpful to have a
graphic plan for reference. The supervisor and
staff did an excellent job of conducting this
informational gathering meeting. Jeff was a great
choice for director.
I appreciate how Maricopa County helps our area
and listens/responds to our concerns. I am one of
many who want access to Anthem off of Desert
Hills Drive where the barbed wire fence is. We
should be community and have access to each
other.

Lot splits on a parcel and water concerns. We
are a 5 lot split adjacent to 1st 5 lots and
impact on water needs. 5 lot splits fall below
ADWR water assurance and ADRE subdivision
rules. However, when contiguous lot splits
are created, it does create issues that could
be under ADWR and ADRE rules.
As a community, how can we help? Whether
it is one developer doing a split of 5 or 3
sepearte developers in a row. The amount of
water in the ground is the same. The impact

to the area is the same. How do I obtain a
schematic of storage facility project occurring
at 7th Street and Carefree Highway by
Mahoney properties?

